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Over the past few months after completing the paraLLEl-RSP rewrite on a Lightrec-based recompiler, I've been plugging away at a project that I've been putting off for years, to implement the N64 RDP with Vulkan computing shaders in low-level fashion. Each design of the old implementation was cancelled, and the new implementation emerged from the ashes. I've learned a lot of advanced computing techniques and I'm able to use much better techniques than I've ever been able to use back in the early days.
This time, I wanted to do it right. Writing a good, accurate software render on a massively parallel architecture is not easy, and you need to rethink everything. Serial C code will get you nowhere on the GPU, but it's a fun puzzle, and quite useful when the stuff works. The new implementation is a standalone repository that can be integrated into any emulator with effort in mind: . For this first release, I integrated it into parallel-n64. It's licensed as MIT, so feel free to integrate it into other emulators as well. Why? I
wanted to prove to myself that I could, and it... a little fun? I'm not going to say it's bigger than it is.  Chasing bit-exactness New implementation is implemented in a test mode. The Angerlion render is used as a reference, and the goal is to generate exactly the same output in the new render. I started writing the RDP Matching Suite. Here we generate RDP teams in C, run teams in different implementations and compare results in RDRAM (and hidden RDRAM, of course, 9-bit RAM is no joke). To get through,
we have to get an exact match. It's all a fixed point of arithmetic, there's no room for error! I've basically just studied Angrylion to understand what on earth needs to happen and trying to understand what a higher level of purpose is everything. At LLE, there's a lot of weird magic that just happens to work. I'm quite happy with where I end up with testing and seeing an outlet as it gives me a small shot of dopamine before committing: ... 122/163 Test #122: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci4-tlut-
ia16..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Passed 2.50 sec Beginning 123: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci8-tlut-ia16 123/163 Test #123: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci8-tlut-ia16.............................. Passed 2.40 sec Beginning 124: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci16-tlut-ia16 124/163 Test #124: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci16-tlut-ia16........................... Passed 2.37 sec Beginning 125: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci32-tlut-ia16 Test #125: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-ci32-tlut-ia16 .................................... Passed 2.45 sec
Beginning 126: rdp-test-interpolation-color-color-texture-2cycle-lod-frac 126/163 Test #126: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-2cycle-lod-frac..................... Passed 2.51 sec Beginning 127: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-prospect 127/163 Test #127: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-prospect....................................... Passed 2.50 sec Beginning 128: 128: 128/163 Тест #128: rdp-тест-интерполяция-цвет-текстура-перспектива-2cycle-lod-frac ..................... Пройдено 3.29 сек Начало 129: rdp-тест-
интерполяция-цвет-текстура-перспектива-2cycle-lod-frac-sharpen 129/163 Тест #129: rdp-test-интерполяция-цвет-текстура-перспектива-2cycle-lod-frac-sharpen .......... Пройдено 3.26 сек Начало 130: rdp-тест-интерполяция-цвет-текстура-перспектива-2cycle-lod-frac-detail 130/163 Test #130: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-perspective-2cycle-lod-frac-detail ........... Пройдено 3.48 сек Начало 131: rdp-тест-интерполяция-цвет-текстура-перспектива-2cycle-lod-frac-sharpen-detail 131/163 Test
#131: rdp-test-interpolation-color-texture-perspective-2cycle-lod-frac-sharpen-detail ... Пройдено 3.26 сек Начало 132: rdp-тест-текстура-нагрузка-плитка-16-yuv ... 151/163 Тест #151: vi-test-aa-none ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Пройдено 21.19 сек. Начало 152: vi-test-aa-extra-dither-filter 152/163 Test #152: vi-test-
aa-extra-dither-filter ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Пройдено 48.77 сек Начало 153: vi-test-aa-extra-divot 153/163 Test #153: vi-test-aa-extra-divot
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Пройдено 64.29 сек Начало 154: vi-test-aa-extra-dither-filter-divot 154/163 Test #154: vi-test-aa-extra-dither-filter-divot It has passed 65.90 sec Beginning 155: vi-test-aa-extra-gamma 155/163 Test #155:
vi-test-aa-extra-
gamma...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
It's been 48.28 seconds: vi-test-aa-extra-gamma-dither 156/163 Test #156: vi-test-aa-extra-gamma-dither.........
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Passed 48.18 sec Beginning 157: vi-test-aa-extra-nogamma-dither 157/163 Test #157: vi-test-aa-extra-nogamma-
dither.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
It's been 47.56 seconds ... 100% of the tests passed, 0 tests failed out of 163 #feelsgoodman Ideally, if someone is smart enough to connect the serial connection with N64, one could run these tests through the real N64, which would be interesting. I also fully implemented the VI this time. It goes through a bit-accurate output with Angrylion in my tests and there's a VI matching suite to test this as well. I implemented almost all of this without even running the actual content. Once I have to check the real content
and sort out the latest strange bugs, we get into the next important part of the test-driven workflow... The importance of dumping formats The most important aspect of behavior testing is the ability to reset the RDP commands from the emulator and reproduce them. On the left I have An Angrylion and on the right paraLLEl-RDP works side by side from the landfill where I can step draw on a draw, and drill down any pesky errors quite effectively. This humble tool was priceless. The Angrylion backhand-n64 can be
configured to generate landfills, which are then used to drill rendering errors offline. Compatibility has improved significantly and should be quite high, I will not claim to be perfect, but I am quite satisfied so far. We went through essentially all the relevant titles during testing (only the first few minutes) and found and fixed a few questions that popped up. Many games that have been completely broken The old implementation now works just fine. I am pretty sure that those bugs are solvable this time around though
if/when they show up. Implementing methods with Vulkan in 2020 I have a few more tools in my belt than was available back in the day. Vulkan is quite capable of calculating the API now. Ensuring the consistency of THE RDRAM The main pain point of any N64 emulator is the fact that RDRAM is common to the processor and RDP, and the games sure know how to take advantage of this. This puts a huge strain on the accelerated implementation of the GPU, because now we have to ensure full consistency to
make it accurate. Most HLE emulators just don't care or use sophisticated guristics and workarounds, and that's fine, but that's not good enough for LLE. In a previous implementation, he would try to make framebuffer manager techniques similar to HLE emulators, but this was the wrong approach and lead to a development that was impossible to fix. What if... we just import RDRAM as a buffer right into the Vulkan driver and lend on it, wouldn't it be awesome? Yes... Yes, it would, and that's what I did. We have
an obscure but surprising extension in Vulkan called VK_EXT_external_memory_host which allows me to import RDRAM from the emulator directly into Vulkan and lend to it through PCI-e beads. So all the control woes of the framebuffer just disappear, I give right to RDRAM, and the only thing left to do is to cope with the synchronization. If you are worried about visualization via the PCI-e bus, then there will be. The bandwidth required to write out the 320×240 framebuffer is absolutely trivial especially
considering what we are doing... The tile-based rendering of the last implementation was tile-based as well, but the design has been greatly improved. This time all the binning tiles are done exclusively on the GPU in parallel, using the techniques that I implemented in year, which was the project's precursor to this new paraLLEl-RDP. Using rendering-based tiles doesn't matter that we are effectively rendering over the PCI-E bead as the tile-based rendering is very good at minimizing external memory bandwidth.
Of course, for iGPU, there is no (?) external pcI-e bus to contend with to start with, so that's good! Ubershaders with asynchronous pipeline optimization The entire renderer is divided into a very small selection of Vulkan GLSL shadings that pre-close in SPIR-V. This time, I take full advantage of Vulkan specialization constants that allow me to fine-tune the shadow for a specific RDP state. This proved to be an absolute massive victory for the performance. To avoid the dreaded stuttering compilation shader, I can
always play off the total ubershader while the pipeline is made, which is slow but works for any combination of condition. It's very idea that Dolphin first emulation a few years ago. 8/16-bit memory access support in RDP is often 8 or 16 bits, so it's imperative that we use 8/16-bit storage interact directly with RDRAM, and if the GPU supports it, we can use 8 and 16-bit arithmetic also for good measure. Async to calculate the Async computer is crucial as well, since we can make async calculate the queue a high
priority and ensure that RDP shading work occurs with very low latency, while VI filtering and interface shaders can happily cleavage together in a snippet/plot queue. Both AMD and NVIDIA now have competent implementations here. GPU-driven TMEM Management Big Mistake, which I made previously did TMEM management in the CPU Timeline, all collapsed as soon as we needed framebuffer effects. To avoid this, all TMEM downloads are now managed by THE GPU. It's probably the hairy part of
paraLLEl-RDP to date, but I have quite a few gnarled tests to test all relevant corner cases. There are some true insane edge cases that I can't handle yet, but the results created would be completely meaningless for any actual content. Performance To talk about FPS numbers it is important to consider the three main performance pigs in the low-level N64 emulator, THE VR4300 processor, the RSP and finally the RDP. The emulation of RSP in LLE fashion is still somewhat taxing, even with dynarec (paraLLEl-
RSP), and even if I do RDP infinitely fast, there is a upper limit to how fast we can make the emulator work as the processor and RSP are still completely single threading the case. Keep that in mind. However, even with the multi-read Angrylion, RDP is a pretty healthy piece of overhead that we can almost completely remove with the GPU implementation. GPU related performance Useful to look at what performance we get if emulation had no limitations at all. By adding PARALLEL_RDP_BENCH 1 to the
variable environment, I can see how much time is spent on GPU visualization. Playing on GTX 166o Ti outside the castle in Mario 64: INFO: Timestamp Tag Report: render-pass (INFO): 0.196 ms/info frame context: 0.500 iterations/frame context We're talking about 0.2 ms per GPU to make one frame on average, hello theoretical 5000 VI/s... A slightly shorter frame time can be observed on my Radeon 5700 XT, but we get frame rate so ridiciously high they become meaningless here. We tested it on pretty old
maps as well and the difference in FPS even on something older like the R9 290x card and 2080 Ti is minimal because the time spent in RDP rendering is completely irrelevant compared to the processor and RSP workloads. We seem to be getting about a 50-100% upgrade in FPS, which is the shaved overhead that the renderer processor had. Hello, 300 VI/s! Unfortunately, Intel iGPU does not fare as well, with overheads high enough that it doesn't usually beat the multi-read Angrylion On the processor. I was
somewhat disappointed by this, but I didn't go into any real work on optimizing the tanner. My early analysis shows extremely low occupancy and a ton of file spill. I want to create a reference tool at some point to help drill down questions down the line. It would be interesting to check on the AMD APUs, but none of us hardware is convenient, unfortunately  synchronous against asynchronous RDP there are two modes for RDP. In async mode, the emulation thread does not wait for the GPU rendering to be
completed. This improves performance, due to accuracy. Many games, unfortunately, really rely on a single N64 memory architecture. The default option is synchronized and should be used if you don't have a real need for speed, or the game in question doesn't need to be synchronized. Here we see an example of broken drop shadows caused by async RDP in Jet Force Gemini. This is because the processor is actually reading the shadow card rendered by RDP, and bluring it on the CPU timeline (why on
earth the game will make it a different matter) and then reboot it in the RDP. These types of effects require very tight synchronization between the processor and THE GPU and comes in many games. The N64 is particularly known for this kind of rendering problems. Of course, given how quickly the GPU implementation is on discrete GPUs, synchronization mode isn't really a problem. Note that since we use async to calculate the queues here, we are not stalling on the front shading or anything like that. The
typical stall time on the processor is in order 1 ms per frame, which is very acceptable. This includes a rendering of the stream doing its thing, imagining that for the GPU, getting it executed and returning to the processor that has some extra overhead. A roadmap for future improvement I believe it is solid enough for the first release, but there are further ways to improve. Find out the low performance on Intel iGPU There is something going on here that we need to be able to improve. Implementing a workaround
to implement without VK_EXT_external_memory_host (EDIT: Now implemented from 2020-05-18) Unfortunately, there is one particular driver on the desktop that does not support this, and this is NVIDIA on Linux (Windows is supported from 2018 ...). I hope this will be implemented in the near future, but we will need the reverse. This will get ugly, as we will need to start shuffling memory back and forth between the RDRAM and the GPU buffer. Hopefully the async transit turn can help make this less painful. It
may also open up some opportunities for mobile devices that also don't implement this extension as we speak. There may also be incentives to rewrite some fundamental assumptions in the N64 emulator plugin specs (we can please get rid of this crap...). If we can allow the GPU backend to highlight memory, we don't need any fancy extension, but that means uprooting 20 years of assumptions and poking into the abyss... Perhaps the new implementation may come to new ground here (hello @ares_emu!).
EDIT: It's now done! Accepts The performance is a hit in sync mode, but the workaround works pretty well. A lovely mixture of masked SIMD moves, buffer spelling, and atom... An internal climb? It's pretty illogical to do upscaling in the LLE emulator, but it can some very interesting results. Given how obscenely fast discrete GPUs are at this task, we should be able to make 2x or maybe even 4x upscale on the way faster than real-time speeds. It would be interesting to explore if this allows us to avoid the worst
artifacts usually associated with upscaling in HLE. A lover of deinterlaker? Some N64 content runs on the 480i, and can we probably spare some GPU cycles running amateur deinterlacer  esoteric usage cases? PS1's wobbly polygon rendering has seen a kind of renaissance in recent years in the indie scene, perhaps we'll see the same for a fuzzy N64 look after all. With paraLLEl-RDP, you can build a rendering engine around the N64-lookalike game. That would be great to see. Conclusion Is a somewhat
esoteric implementation, but I hope I've inspired more implementations like this. We hope that accurate renders based on calculations will extend to other systems that have difficulty visualizing accurately. I think it's a very interesting topic and it's fun to take on emulation, which is not well researched overall. Total. retroarch cores download retropie
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